
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of systems
architect engineer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems architect engineer

Assist with maintaining the enterprise virtualization environment (Hyper-
V/VMware), including troubleshooting, performance monitoring and
optimization, capacity and continuity planning
Participate in support of systems outside of normal business hours
Expert in all aspects of technical integration of C4I systems to include
integration and operation of distributed simulation systems, networks, C4I
systems and related infrastructure and interfaces used to support Navy OLW
training
Provide advice to the Operations Planner in all aspects of C4I technologies
and interfaces and coordinate their use in CCMD, and Fleet Level training
events
Responsible as single NCTE POC for FST-O/MOC C4I Architecture support
worldwide to determine, coordinate and document technical architecture for
each USFF MOC Training Team event
Will function from NCAMS with travel to MOC sites as required
Routine coordination with USFF MOC Training Team, USN MOC operations
sites, NWDC MOC Support Team and with NCTE Operations teams for
planning, systems and network support
Manage all aspects of technical integration of C4I systems to include
integration and operation of distributed simulation systems, networks, C4I
systems and related infrastructure and interfaces used to support Navy and

Example of Systems Architect Engineer Job
Description
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Provide consultation on systems strategy/needs and suggests proactive
recommendations
Document and provide the results of any engineering evaluations to include
recommended actions and develop a plan to enhance existing capabilities as
directed

Qualifications for systems architect engineer

Professional level experience in storage, back-up, recovery, and data
management
In-depth knowledge of SAN communications, storage hardware to include
EMC, NetApp, Brocade, Cisco and Symantec
In-depth knowledge Server Hardware from vendors such as HP, Dell, IBM, and
Cisco to include Rack and Blade solutions
Must be competent to work at a high technical level on all phases of systems
engineering activities
Duties involve among others, management of local and remote environments,
projects, and installation of new devices, system and on-going maintenance
of infrastructure
Must have advance and proven knowledge in developing, implementing, and
maintaining solutions using the Microsoft technology stack


